First Fit card for Nx
The enclosed hearing aids have been
First Fit to the Universal Program.
Simply click the icon of the BTE with the green arrow in the tool bar to “Detect connected
hearing systems” in Connexx®.

Next, click the radio button “Read out connected instruments” to view the factory-programmed
settings in First Fit.

NOTE: Do not click the radio button called “New fitting” or the first fit setting will be cleared.
The First Fit Program settings have been optimized to make patient fittings easier and quicker.

First Fit information for Nx hearing aid orders*
Conduct OVP training with your patient.
Click on the Own Voice Processing tab on the left
navigation bar below First Fit.
Click on “Prepare Training”. Connexx provides tips
for best OVP results before training starts.
Instruct your patient that when they hear a beep to count continuously aloud in a slightly raised
voice for the duration of the training. i.e. 2100, 2200, 2300... This training process usually takes
less than 10 seconds.
Click on “Start Training”.
Have your patient count until the green checkmark appears,
indicating that training has been completed.
Once training is complete, the “Activate Own Voice Processing”
box is automatically checked and the default setting activated in
the Settings panel. The default OVP setting is ideal for the vast majority of wearers and should
not be adjusted unless it is specifically necessary. Besides the music programs, OVP is active in
all other hearing aid programs. If the patient reports that their voice sounds muffled or too soft,
consider reducing the setting to min. This may happen for more experienced hearing aid wearers
who have become used to hearing their own voice amplified. On the other hand, if a new patient
still reports that their voice is too loud, consider adjusting the setting to max.
*if a Bluetooth accessory is ordered the hearing aids have been paired.
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